
BRS Meeting Summary Wednesday, 7/10/02 
The following is a summary of matters discussed at the 7/10 meeting of the Bamforth Ridge 
Shelter committee. Attendees: Bill Clark, Fred Jordan, Val Stori, John Buddington, Pete 
Ketcham, Michael Chernick, Duncan Wilkie, Ann Burcroff, Andrew Nuquist, Dave Hardy, Ben 
Rose. 

1) Permitting 

Dave reports that Ed Stanek will issue the Act 250 report today, which begins a 30-day appeal 
process. A private citizen has raised ' 'bear habitat" issues, which may affect the timing of the 
construction process until these concerns are resolved (only the state or a civil entity can halt 
the permitting process). Dave is working with the state agencies to ensure that at minimum 
the helicopter fly will happen on 7/18. The LTP may not be able to begin work as scheduled 
on 7/15, although the LTP may begin limited clearing for a drop zone on 7/16. Both Dave and 
Ben Rose will begin contacting state agencies on 7/11 and work to resolve any problems. 

2) Scheduling 

Site clearing- Scheduled for 7/16. LTP assisted by Bill Clark will clear (at minimum) one 
drop zone behind the shelter site (the original plan called for clearing the shelter site, three 
tent sites, privy, and two drop zones for the helicopter). After resolution of permitting 
issues, L TP will return to complete the site clearing. Tree trunks will be left in place to 
indicate edges of tenting areas and brush will be scattered in the woods or downslope of 
the site. Some branches can be used to brush in alternative routes to the water source. No 
burning is expected. Volunteers interested in assisting the LTP in site preparation (rock 
work, trail clearing, etc.) should make arrangements with field supervisor Greg Western 
(gregra•greenmountainclub.org or 802/244-7037 x 18). 

Staging at GMC (7/17)-From 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. Val Stori and Pete Ketcham will 
manage the crew loading the rental truck with materials stored at GMC (telephone poles 
for pilings; Fairbanks scale; section toolbox; lumber for tent platforms, picnic table, and 
puncheon; GMC tools). John Buddington and Ann Burcroffwill notify section volunteers 
(8-10 volunteers are needed). 

7/17 Staging at Honey Hollow (7/17)-Pete Ketcham will leave GMC for Honey Hollow to 
meet the lumber from Authentic Log homes. Other volunteers and the rented truck will 
follow from GMC or arrive independently. The crew will spend the day sorting and 
weighing all building materials to prepare for the helicopter fly (8-10 volunteers are 
needed). Ann Burcroff and other volunteers (Pete Ketcham?) will spend the night at the 
staging area. Ann will have a cell phone in event of emergency. Pete will notify the game 
wardep and other state agencies that we will be camping at the staging area. Volunteers 
should bring lunch, gloves, and water. Dave will attempt to find a large water cooler for 
the site. 

Fly (7/18)- One crew (Val Stori, Bill Clark, Fred Jordan, Leo Leach) will assemble at the 
LT River Road trailhead at 6:30 a.m. and hike to the shelter site (Val will have a radio to 



contact Honey Hollow and the pilot; JBI will drop a headset to communicate with the 
pilot). The helicopter should arrive at Honey Hollow between 9:00 and 10:00 a.m. Pete 
and JBI flight crew will work with overnight volunteers to hook up the assembled loads. 
Section volunteers needed: 2-4, mostly for crowd control. A third crew (Quinn, Amy, and 
possibly Dave Hardy) will assemble at the "old" Gorham Lodge site to package the 
roofing material and connect it to the helicopter (Bill Clark will give Quinn chemical 
smoke to mark the landing site). 

Privy Construction (7 /20) - Permitting considerations MAY delay start of construction. Pete 
Ketcham will lead a three-person crew to assemble the privy. Other volunteers may 
choose to participate. 

Shelter construction (8/3-4, 8/10-11) Permitting considerations MAY delay start of 
construction. Eric Seidel will lead the 6-member crew constructing the shelter (Eric and 
Bill will arrive on Friday, 8/2 and set pilings). Duncan Wilkie will lead a 6- to 9-member 
crew constructing three tent platforms. Volunteers should bring hammers, nail aprons, and 
other hand tools. John Buddington, assisted by Dave Hardy, will lead another crew setting 
puncheon and doing rock work on the LT. Crew leaders will decide in the evening how 
much work remains to be done for the next day/weekend. (NOTE: Dave Hardy will make 
the L TP available to construct tent platforms during the week of 8/5 if necessary. 

3) Other Issues 

Pete will contact JBI at 5:30 a.m. on the morning of the helicopter fly. Pete will contact Val 
and Bill if the flight is cancelled. Bill will contact John. Val will contact Ann at the staging 
area. 

Dave reports a change in the roof color. It is now "mocha tan," similar to the log colors. The 
specified color was not available in time for the helicopter fly. The construction crew will cut 
the roof panels to fit on site. Val will confirm how Authentic Log Homes will deliver the 
shelter (trailer or roll-off flatbed truck). 

From a budget standpoint, Dave reports that the $1700 contingency remains intact and that 
the actual cost of the shelter structure is $50 under budget. Bill gave Dave receipts from 
Essex Equipment for section tools. Bill will provide receipts from Waterbury Hardware. 

Val, Dave and Pete will coordinate with the press for coverage of the dedication and other 
related shelter activities. 

4) Dedication 

Fred confirmed that the Montpelier Section will dedicate the Bamforth Ridge Shelter on 
Sunday, 9/22. Some food may be available at the trailhead. Anyone hiking in should bring 
lunch and water for the ceremony. The section's Executive Committee will work on the 
arrangements. 


